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0 of 0 review helpful Another Great Turtledove Alternate History By Terry Webb I have just finished Harry 
Turtledove s six volume set The War that Came Early Being a Harry Turtledove fan I of course enjoyed it Some very 
thoughtful switches that made for a good and interesting story However I do have a few knock offs on this series First 
I think it went a book too long Well two books too long a What if British prime minister Neville Chamberlain had 
defied Hitler What if the Munich Accord had gone unsigned and Nazi Germany had launched its bid for conquest 
sooner How would World War II have unfolded mdash and with what consequences Dean of alternate history Harry 
Turtledove has the stunning answers in his breathtaking sequel to Hitler rsquo s War In the wake of Hitler rsquo s bold 
invasion of Czechoslovakia nations turn against nations ol From Publishers Weekly Having laid out the course of the 
war that came early in 2009 s Hitler s War Turtledove focuses on turning his characters from stock military figures 
into specialists In this version of WWII the Nazis fail to take Paris The German wa 
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